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The Committee of Management welcomes our new 
Members who have recently joined the Vintagers.  
They are:  Peter Hudousek, Robert Mitchelson, 
Andrew Hepner, Lance Eastwood, Scott McRae, David 
Fairley, Edwin Robbins, Allan Dalzell, Tony Rowe, 
Roland Beck and Paul & Nathan Lodge.  We sincerely 
wish you enjoyment within the Club as a Member. 
 
 

Proposed Calendar subject to change 

At the Geelong Gun Club, our 5th Annual Vintage Cup 
Down-Under– 30 October 2005 (Confirmed – refer 
enclosed flyer) 

At the Frankston Australia Clay Target Club, our 
Christmas Shoot – 20 November 2005 (Confirmed 
– refer enclosed flyer).  Prior to the shoot, we will 
be conducting our Annual General Meeting. 
 
 

President’s Report 
Phil Taylor, President 
There has been quite a lot happening.  Since our last 
newsletter we have conducted in June our annual rifle 
shoot on the Big Game Rifle Range at the SSAA Eagle 

Park Complex.  Despite the fact that we were not 
blessed with a fine day (in the Melbourne 
metropolitan area), it did not rain on location, and 
strong compliment of Vintagers and SSAA Big Game 
Rifle Club members turned up to participate and join 
in all the action.  It is important to always bear in 
mind the real necessity for members to attend and 
participate in rifle shoots, as it provides each of us 
with a genuine reason to possess rifles classified 
under Category B of the Act.  The shoot embraced fun 
style targets and “static” clay shoot between team 
members of the Vintagers and the BGRC.  The BGRC 
soundly defeated us on the day, even though we 
resorted to questionable levels of “experience” in an 
attempt to equalize matters.  On a personal note I 
would like to thank Lance Eastwood, Andrew Hepner, 
and other members of the BGRC Committee of 
Management, who worked closely with us to ensure 
the enjoyment and success of the shoot. 
 
Our recent August shotgun shoot at the prestigious 
Melbourne Gun Club was another unforgettable 
occasion, particularly as Russell Wilkin from Holland 
and Holland was our special guest.  Although yet 
again the weather was not in our favor (cold enough 
to freeze the brass off a bald cartridge, or something 
like that?), we had an extremely strong turn out.  
Again on a personal note, I would like to thank the 
Melbourne Gun Club Executives Bob Buchan and John 
Mollica for the wonderful target layout and the 
hospitality that they extended (not forgetting the fine 
cuisine, of course).  For those of you who were unable 
to make it, well, you certainly missed a memorable 
day.   
 
Our Club has enjoyed another wonderful year, both 
shoot wise and financially.  Understandably, our 
membership has increased as the profile and benefits 
associated with being a member of our Club finds its 
way around the shooting public.  It is for this reason 
that we receive invitations from gun clubs inviting us 
to use their grounds.  Greenvale and the Melbourne 
Gun Club are the most recent. 
 
In closing, you will read in this edition of the 
newsletter the advertising of the time and location of 
our Annual General Meeting.  I will be seeking myself 
for re-election for another term of office as your 
President, as are all the other members of the 
Committee of Management.  Personally, I wish to 
endorse and support each member of the present 
Committee of Management for re-election, each of 
which over the last year has demonstrated their 
commitment to the effective and professional running 
of your Club.  Put simply, “if it ain’t broken, it don’t 
need fixing”. 

Committee Members 
 
President: Phillip Taylor 0417 400 411 
V. President: Max Lee 0419 366 558 
Secretary: Judith Kent 0408 619 226 
Treasurer: Peter J Smith 0428 332 781 
 
General Committee 
Mark Brenton  0405 517 501 
Greg Menzies  0425 705 677 
 
Fax No.:  (03) 9572 0069 
 
Email:  judithk@bigpond.com 
 
Mailing Address: 
 The Secretary 
 PO Box 269 
 Carnegie   Vic   3163 
 Australia 
 
Website:  www.vintagers.org.au 
 
All correspondence must be addressed to the 

Secretary.  No responsibility will be taken 
should it be handled by any other person. 

 

V I N T A G E R S   N E W S L E T T E R 
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So with this in mind, whether you participate at our 
Annual General Meeting, either in person or by proxy, 
please vote “1” for 

• Phillip Taylor as President 
• Max Lee as Vice President 
• Judith Kent as Secretary 
• Peter Smith as Treasurer 
• Mark Brenton as Committee Person 
• Greg Menzies as Committee Person 

 
I am looking forward to seeing you all at our 5th 
Annual Vintage Cup on 30th October, followed by our 
combined Annual General Meeting and Xmas shoot on 
20th November. 
 
 

Did You Know? 
by Peter J Smith 
I can imagine that there would be a considerable 
number of shooters, including some within our own 
ranks, who would know that a fellow Victorian, Donald 
MacKintosh, won a gold medal at the Olympics held in 
Paris in 1900, in Game and Live Bird Shooting. 
Along with Donald MacKintosh, I would also consider 
it a fair bet that most of you would not know of 
another Australian who did not receive widespread 
recognition in the field of live bird shooting.  Who is 
he?  He is Don Mayfield, of Hamilton, who won the 
World Pigeon Championship at Sociedad Tiro Pichon 
de Madrid, Somentes, Spain in 1963 
 
 

Clay Target Disciplines 
 
It is generally agreed upon that Australia’s first 
registered clay target club, was the Nobel Clay Bird 
Club, at West Footscray, Victoria, and was formed in 
1927.  A very broad explanation of some of the 
various disciplines is: 
• Down the Line.  There are several countries 

including Australia, New Zealand, South Africa, 
Canada, England, who shoot a style called Down 
the Line, (DTL), which is different to American 
Trap, although the relationship of the trap to the 
five lanes is the same.  DTL target angles are 
greater and most of the targets are shot double 
barrel, unless otherwise specified.  The Americans 
shoot their entire targets single barrel.  Both 
disciplines shoot at the same elevation from a 
single trap. 

• International Trap.  In International Trap there 
are five banks of three traps in a roofed trench 
level with and in front of five shooting pads.  
Angles, elevation, and the speed of the targets 
are far greater than that of both DTL and 
American Trap. 

• Skeet.  There are two styles of skeet shot in 
Australia: American Skeet and Olympic Skeet 
(ISSF).  Both use the standard semicircular skeet 
field layout, with a high house and a low house 
trap and eight shooting stations.  International 

Skeet is generally more difficult as it incorporates 
delays of up to 3 seconds with trap release and 
the format of shooting is slightly different and 
commencing with gun down. 

• Field and Game.  This is considered to simulate 
field shooting more accurately than any other clay 
target discipline.  The range and variety of clay 
targets that can be offered are almost infinite 

• Five Stand Sporting.  A variation of sporting 
clays, it is a more compact way of shooting 
sporting clays if space is at a premium.  It is 
computer controlled and there are various levels 
of difficulty that can be programmed in. 

• ZZ.  ZZ shooting had its origins in Europe in the 
1960’s.  The target is plastic with a body shaped 
like a clay target, which fits onto a plastic 
propeller.  The ground is set up in a similar 
fashion to a live pigeon ground, but with five 
electric traps that spin and release the target.  On 
the shooter’s call, one of the traps releases the ZZ 
and the shooter must break the target apart 
before it reaches the boundary fence. 

 
 

Drop Lock 
by Peter J Smith 
 
At our most recent Melbourne Gun Club shoot, I was 
asked about what a “drop lock” was, and if there was 
one example within our ranks that I could show so at 
to satisfy the enquiring mind.  There may well have 
been one on the ground that day, but in all the bustle 
and activity I failed to turn one up.  Anyhow, the 
enquiry gave me the perfect idea for an article. 
Now many of us, in particular those amongst us who 
are collectors, consider that the “drop lock”, which is 
in essence a hand detachable box-lock, is worthy of a 
special category of its own, not only because of 
reasons of its appearance, and not entirely because it 
stands alone as an action type, but more because of 
its unique usefulness. 
The Westley Richards version of the gun is quite 
fitting because that company was responsible for the 
“birth” of the box-lock in the first place.  The hand 
detachable system did something else by taking this 
further step; it secured for it a place in the world 
market that today that sees it listed as a box-lock 
that generally bears the price of a side-lock; a price 
several times that of the conventional (fixed lock) 
Anson and Deeley system. 
The “drop lock” was to offer the shooter access to the 
gun’s works without the use of tools.  Those customer 
who ordered them to take overseas, say to Africa or 
India, had with them the option to take a set of spare 
locks, for an additional charge of course.  This meant 
that in the unlikely event of something going wrong, a 
gun with this feature was only out of service for as 
long as it took to press the floor release, remove the 
troublesome lock, and replace it with its spare. 
The first of such locks, made exclusively by Westley 
Richards, appeared just before 1900.  Their few 
moving parts are a joy to see, solid, yet falling out 
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into the palm of the hand with a light finger pressure.  
In the early years of manufacture they came with a 
detachable floor plate.  As this was a part that could 
be lost or misplaced, it was quickly replaced with a 
hinged one.  Further development led to the firing pin 
being built on to the hammer. 
The obvious advantage that the “drop lock” brings is 
the ease with which the locks can be dried and 
cleaned after a shoot on a wet day: easy to 
assemble/disassemble. 
 
 

Pheasant Shooting in Wales, Xmas 1997 
By Anthony P Gill 
 
A very old friend of mine, Ian Harmond, (we grew up 
together in Australia), has now been resident in the 
UK for many years. 
 
He and his wife, Sue, live in the South of Wales, in a 
rural area surrounded by rolling green hills. 
The name of this area is Bwlch, (if you are Welsh you 
will know how to pronounce it).  Nearby, are two well 
known Welsh towns, namely, Abergavenny, and Hay 
on Wye. 
 
Their residence is an ancient farm house, (hundreds 
of years old), with very thick stone walls.  It has great 
character and charm, further enhanced by the fact 
that the rear garden slopes down towards a river. 
Now it happens that their home is completely 
surrounded by farmland, and the farmer who owns it, 
in addition to farming, also conduct pheasant shoots 
during the season, which includes the Xmas period. 
As my wife, Jan, and myself were holidaying in the 
UK, Xmas 1997, we accepted an invitation to visit Ian 
and Sue, and stay with them for a few days. 
A pheasant shoot had been organized by the farmer, 
whose name is Tim, and because Ian and Tim are 
good friends, and I am a long time friend of Ian’s, I 
was privileged to be invited to join the shoot as a 
guest of Ian’s. 
 
The shoot was very well organized, with all guns 
being allocated to their initial shooting stations, which 
were in the vicinity of the wooded areas where the 
pheasants next. 
The various stations included a variety of open, flat 
field locations, and steep hillsides. 
Upon the starting signal being given, the beaters 
within the wooded areas did their utmost to dislodge 
the pheasants and launch them into flight towards the 
guns. 
 
At first sight the shooting appeared easy, but in fact, 
it was very challenging, with a mix of high flying 
birds, and low flying birds which came very fast, and 
were over your head, and gone, in a flash.  You really 
needed to be on your toes and shoot well, because, 
as I discovered, to my cost, if you happened to miss a 
bird, which the keen eyed beaters thought that you 
should have scored, they would then let you know all 

about it, by means of loud, critical cheering, (how 
embarrassing, I must say). 
At the signal to stop shooting, all guns were then 
allocated to alternative stations, and whilst this was 
taking place, the opportunity was then by all parties 
to pass around personal spirit, flasks and share in the 
contents thereof. 
 
A most pleasant and friendly custom, enjoyed in an 
atmosphere of great camaraderie, no doubt reinforced 
by the prevailing wet and cold conditions experienced 
in the fields of Wales. 
A morning tea break was included in the shoot, which 
involved retiring to one of the farm’s outbuildings, 
which had been furnished with tables and benches for 
the occasion.  A home made cake, baked by Tim’s 
wife was offered to all, in a warm and friendly 
manner. 
 
At the conclusion of the shoot, the same location was 
utilized as a lunch room.  All parties had come with 
packed lunches and bottles of wine, which ensured 
that the luncheon period was sprinkled with 
enthusiastic and jovial conversation. 
It was at this point that I became aware that several 
of the guns had journeyed all the way from London 
for the occasion, and that some of these gentlemen 
enjoyed a most privileged social status, were very 
wealthy indeed, and in some cases, enjoyed Royal 
friendships. 
 
Needless to say, that during the shoot, many fine 
guns were in evidence, including some rare and 
beautiful Purdeys.  It was also interesting to note that 
only one under and over was in use on the day.  
Traditional English side by sides being the preferred 
guns. 
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Traders Corner 
 
For Sale 
 
Webley & Scott BLE 12 bore game gun, Serial No. 
139014, in its fitted leather case. 
The gun has 2¾“ chambers and it choked ¼ and ½. 
The walnut stock is attractively figured. 
The gun has had little use and is in near new 
condition.   

Price - $2,950 

Contact:  David Wilms 
Licence No: 539-359-90B 
Phone: (03) 9830 5594 
 
 

Australian Antique Arms 
Auctions Pty  Ltd 

Proudly presents  
AUCTION 25 

SUNDAY 2ND OCTOBER 2005 
600 Lots featuring many fine 

examples of the English Gun Makers 
Art by Holland & Holland, Purdey, 

Boss &Co, Chas Hellis, J. Lang, 
W&C Scott, Rigby, WW Greener, 
Boswell, Army&Navy, Geo Smith, 

Webley and others by leading German 
and French makers. 

Catalogues available on line at 
www.antiquearms.com.au 

Or hard copy by contacting: 
 
Rob Lansell                Roly Martyn 
M:0409 348 577         0428 543 377 
F: 03 9889 9995         03 9840 7944 
P:                                03 9848 7951 
 
 

Whitehorse Arms 
DLN: 554 909 70L 

Phillip Taylor Gundealer Pty Ltd 
709 Whitehorse Road Road Mont Albert 3127 
Ph: 98974143 
 
A small selection of English Guns presently in stock 

 
12 bore Boxlocks 

 
F88 W W Greener FH50 Ejector 1¼ oz. NP 30” 
barrels high grade gun reduced to $3000 

A242 Charles Smith Ejector game gun NP 30” 
barrels reduced to $2800 

E244 Alfred Barnes Ejector game gun NP 30” 
barrels outstanding wood $2950 

B150 Webley and Scott Ejector NP 30” barrels, 
bores down in condition $450 

A47 J V Needham NP 30” sound gun $750 

E249 W. Richards NP 1½ oz. 3” chambers and 32” 
barrels $1100 

A396 Hollis NP 30” needs some TLC $300 

A93 August Francote Ejector game gun. ( Not 
English, but Continental make).  A very pretty gun at 
a realistic price $1350 
 

Hammer Guns 
 
E246 Field of London 30” Damascus BP $450 

B34 Field of London 30” Damascus BP better condition 
$550 

F147 Alcock and Pierce (Melb) “The Diadem” 30” NP a 
very original gun retaining 75%+ condition $1000 

A143 Joseph Lang BP Damascus re-stocked.  A best 
gun $2900 
 

Accessories 
 
Payne Gallaway Pattern leather cartridge bags $225 

Leather cartridge magazines   $220 

English 49 cartridge double row belt  $125 

English 25 cartridge single row belt  $75 

English leather gun slip fleece lined  $220 

English leather/canvas gun slip fleece lined $110 

English leather double buckle sling  $75 
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Photo Gallery 
Send in your photos so that we can get to know you 
better.  It’s amazing what we will find out! 
 

 
 
 
 
Not really your 
typical Postman, 
sorry, we meant to 
say Post-person.  
This person rides a 
real Mountain Bike 
and shoots a side-
by-side! 

Who is it, you may 
ask? 

It is a very sporting 
Graeme Forbes, a 
well known 
Firearms Dealer, 
looking extremely 

fit and well, after just having finished in the top five 
of the annual Eltham to Surf Classic for the slightly 
over 35 age group (a side event for the selection of 
the Tour de France). 
 
 

A Guide to Annual General Meeting Etiquette 
By Judith Kent 
 
The Annual General Meeting of our Club is required by 
law and must be held and conducted in accordance 
with Section 30 of the Associations Incorporation Act 
1981. 
The meeting should start on time out of respect for 
those in attendance. 
Should a member wish to speak to a motion or a 
particular issue, then raise your hand and wait for the 
chair to acknowledge you. 
 
DO 

• Speak pleasantly and politely and respect the 
contribution of all. 

• Be aware of your body language when 
speaking. 

• Try to stick to the discussion topic; don’t 
include irrelevant information. 

• Think about your contribution before 
speaking.  Make constructive comments which 
include a rationale and suggested solution. 

• Remember a discussion is not an argument.  
If you wish to disagree, then do so politely. 

• Agree with and acknowledge what you find 
interesting.  For example, thank people for 
raising an issue. 

 

DON”T 
• Lose your temper or shout.  Use a moderate 

tone. 
• Use too many gestures, as they can appear 

aggressive 
• Dominate the discussion.  Confident speakers 

should encourage quieter speakers to 
contribute 

• Draw too much on personal experience or 
anecdote.  Although some personal 
experience is valuable, don’t generalize too 
much 

• Hold a private conversation with another 
person while someone is speaking to the 
group. 

• Don’t interrupt.  Make a note and wait for the 
speaker to finish what they are saying before 
you speak. 

 
Giving criticism effectively takes tact, precision, and, 
perhaps most important, good intentions.  Before you 
act, make sure you’re criticizing for the right reasons. 
 
Do criticize to: 

• Fix a problem 
• Make a positive change, or 
• Help the Committee perform better 

 
Don’t criticize for the wrong reasons, such as to: 

• Prove that you’re right 
• Blame someone else, or 
• Show your authority 

 
So to sum up it’s over to you.  Remember, that you 
get far better results with honey than vinegar, and if 
the cap fits, wear it! 
 
 

Extension of Amnesties Affecting Firearm 
Collectors 
The Amnesties affecting firearm collectors, following 
recent amendments to the Victorian Firearms Act 
1996, has been extended until 31 December 2005. 
The Amnesty pertains to the registration of all 
handguns manufactured before 1900 that use 
percussion, or post percussion development, as a 
means of ignition.  Pre-percussion handguns are 
exempt and are not required to be registered. 
There is also an Amnesty in respect the fitting of a 
monitored alarm.  The Victorian Firearms Act 1996 
requires that the premises of all firearm collectors 
where more the 5 firearms (one of which is a 
handgun) are stored, be fitted with a monitored 
alarm. 
Victoria Police are urging all collectors to legalise 
their position prior to 31 December, if not already 
done so. 
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Recent Shoot Reviews 
by Peter J Smith 
 
1. Rifle Shoot at Eagle Park on Sunday 19th 

June. 
The weather on the day prior to our shoot was a truly 
magnificent, bright and sunny.  However, the 
following day turned out, in typical Melbourne fashion, 
to be predictably unpredictable.  The heavy 
downpours in the early hours of the morning had an 
obvious adverse effect on the attendance, and 
ironically, even though it continued to be wet and 
overcast in Melbourne, surprisingly, it was fine and 
rainless at Eagle Park.  We therefore only had a small 
but enthusiastic gathering of Vintagers and Big Game 
Rifle Club devotees on the line. 

The 50 yard shoot dedicated to double rifles only, 
brought out an exquisite representation of medium 
and large bore early British best.  Doubles by Holland, 
Rigby Manton, Tolley, Westley Richards, Cogswell & 
Harrison, Frazier, Boswell, just to name a few, were 
all present.  Judith Kent displayed her recent 
acquisition of a fine cased Charles Boswell double rifle 
in .500 x 3¼” nitro express.  This particular rifle, sold 
originally on 16th August 1911, was acquired by an 
Australian Government surveyor in 1927 following his 
secondment to the British Civil Service to undertake 
triangulation and survey work along the spine of the 
Malayan Peninsula.  The rifle was used in 1928 to 
“dispatch” a rogue elephant that had been terrifying 
the Sakai village natives, and is complete with some 
photographs of the elephant, tusks, gun, and the then 
owner.  The Boswell then rested in its case and 
remained unfired for some 77 years until acquired  by 
Judith. 

Even the “any rifle” 50 yard event attracted an 
interesting and varied collection of break open, bolt 
and falling block rifles.  It is always a unique 
experience just to see the collectables that our 
members have tucked away in the gun cupboard. 

The final event of the day was the 50 yard team shoot 
in which members of the Vintagers challenged the Big 
Game Rifle Club (BGRC).  The idea was for the 
individual teams shoot at a collection of static clays 
placed on the 50 yard mound; the winner being the 
team to break all clays in the shortest time.  The 
BGRC soundly defeated the Vintagers, only to 
discover that one of their clays had not been broken 
but covered with soil debris.  A rematch was 
immediately proposed and a further batch of clays 
placed on the mound.  There was some speculation 
that the Vintager’s clays had been placed closer 
together than those of our worthy BGRC opponents, 
in addition to the BGRC having a couple more clays 
than those of the Vintagers, but this was considered 
to be an optical illusion in the failing light conditions 
of the day.  The Vintagers team drew on all their 
resources and “slightly bent the rules, but only 
slightly”, by having two team members use shot 
cartridges in their rifled Paradox and Cosmos, but 
sadly, to no avail.  The BGRC soundly and squarely 
defeated us yet again. 

Congratulations to the BGRC, and a sincere thank you 
(particularly to Lance Eastwood, Andrew Hepner, and 
Mario Blasco) for their assistance in running the 
shoot, providing the lunch and drinks, and ensuring 
that the day was successful.  In addition, a sincere 
vote of thanks to Nigel Minton for organising a display 
of his fine cased double rifles. 
 
2. Melbourne Gun Club on Sunday 14th August. 
This was the first occasion on which the Vintagers had 
visited this historic club, which incidentally was the 
site for the 1956 Melbourne Olympics, and will be the 
venue for the 2006 Commonwealth Games.  Again, 
the weather was not as we would have hoped, but the 
occasion still attracted 52 registered shooters.  
Together with visitors/non-shooters, the crowd 
peaked to 77 during the afternoon.  Russell, Wilkin, 
the Holland and Holland Director, was our special 
guest and spent many hours chatting and perusing 
the many fine side-by-sides that virtually seemed to 
be appearing from all directions.  A couple of items 
caught his eye; one was a H. Holland hammer gun 
circa 1872 with a unique water table/bolting system a 
high grade Belgium hammer gun shot and used by 
none other than the great Donald MacKintosh in 1907 
at an international live bird shoot, and a delightful 
Holland and Holland Royal Deluxe with the envious 
engraving featuring griffins/gargoyles. 
Phil Taylor had a fine and envious display of cased 
best English guns on display, some of which were 
matched pairs.  The “car park show and tell” also 
came up with some real gems. There was a fine cased 
Purdey pigeon gun which had been fitted with Briley 
chokes (no comment!), a cased pair of 20 bore SLE 
by John Wilkes that had seen little use, and a very 
pretty 28 bore Damascus barreled Greener Grade 
FH45. 
 
3 Holland and Holland Dinner orchestrated by 

the Vintagers on 12th August. 
Judith Kent was the powerhouse behind this dinner 
which incidentally occurred on the annual opening of 
the grouse season in the United Kingdom 
(affectionately known as the “Glorious 12th”).  Ninety 
seven (97) guests were in attendance, amongst them 
senior office holders from the SSAA (Vic) Ltd., Field 
and Game, Firearm Traders Association, Combined 
Firearms Council of Victoria, the Victoria Police 
Licensing Services Division, to name  a few.  
Russell Wilkin, Technical Director-Gunmaking, of 
Holland and Holland, London, was our special guest 
and spoke at length on conservation issues and 
problems facing those with an affinity for game sports 
in the United Kingdom.  The Speaker of the House, 
The Honorable David Hawker MP, responded to thank 
Russell on behalf of those present.   
 
 

Articles wanted! 

What more can we say, other than we 
desperately need articles for the 
Newsletter.   
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Firearm Safety 
by Judith Kent 
 
Don’t be fooled; a barrel obstruction can only be 
regarded as an extremely dangerous situation.  
The result of which can range from a bulged or ringed 
barrel, to an even more extreme, a catastrophic 
failure such as a burst barrel.  Any barrel obstruction 
can elevate pressures to many times that of a 
standard service load when fired in a clean barrel.   
Whilst an obstruction is potentially one of the 
most dangerous situations, it is one of the 
easiest of all problems to eliminate.  A quick 
visual inspection can readily tell if there is any 
foreign matter obstructing the bore.  We have 
all learned that should we fall in the field, then 
we should immediately check the bore for any 
obstruction.  Whilst this need is generally well 
understood, it is quite surprising how often we fail to 
check when an obstruction can materialize into a real 
possibility.  Be warned; the simple act of sliding your 
gun in and out of a gun case may cause material to 
be dislodged, thereby creating a barrel obstruction.  
Remember to remove any obstruction, no matter how 
small, by way of a cleaning rod.  Please do not 
attempt to shoot it out!  Guns with bulged or ringed 
barrels can possibly be repaired, but this may result 
in having to go to the lengths of the ribs being 
removed, the barrels being separated, followed by a 
reassembly and re-bluing, a costly exercise to say the 
least.  Simply safety practices such as checking the 
bore before use and when possible between shots can 
limit your exposure to this very preventable type of 
problem.   
 

 

Forthcoming Cranbourne Field and Game Shoot 
Cranbourne (Melway reference map 130/H10) will be 
conducting a graded 50 target novelty side-by-side 
shoot on Sunday 13th November 2005 commencing 
at 12.00 noon, sponsored for the second year by 
Judith Kent and Peter Smith. 
The Cranbourne Committee of Management, some of 
which are also members of our Club, has always 
generously supported us to ensure that the shoots 
that we have held (at Cranbourne) have always been 
successful. They have given up their personal time to 
provide the target layout, set-up, and shut down, for 
OUR benefit.  So please attend and support them.  
There will be packets of cartridges available for the 
first 6 place-getters.  
 
 

Reminder 
 
To those few Members who have not renewed their 
annual subscription, there is a copy of the renewal 
form enclosed in this issue.  We trust that you will 
again complete and forward same to the Secretary. 
 

Please bear in mind that the Vintagers has been given 
by the Victoria Police an interim approval under the 
provisions of Section 10(3) of the Firearms Act 1996 
for the purposes of sub-section (2) as a recognized 
Shooting Club.   
By being a financial member of the Vintagers provides 
you with the necessary evidence to support your 
licence renewal as well as supporting your application 
for a Category B permit to acquire. 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

03 9439 6111 
www.forbesws.com.au 

 
We are specialist gun dealers, catering to collectors, target shooters & 

black powder shooters, we don’t have much in the way of modern 
day guns but we do have lots of replica and original guns in 

interesting models. 
 

Cased double rifles (Colt Pattern) in 45-70,  8 x 57JRS or 9.3 x  74R 
by Pedersoli available with matching 20# shot barrels to order, these 
are well made hammer guns in true 19th century style made with the 

latest technology equipment at reasonable prices. 
 

Replica muzzle loading rifles, pistols and shotguns and historical 
cartridge rifles such as the Sharps, Remington & Trapdoor styles by 

Pedersoli. 
 

Collectable firearms from Europe, particularly ex military from 
auction rooms and arsenal clearances, we have a buyer who will try 
to obtain your requirements to order, we have recently managed to 

fill out several collections with scarce items that or clients have been 
seeking for many years. We regularly get catalogues from arms 

auctions all over Europe and will bid on desired items if required. 
 

Agents for RWS ammunition, highest quality ammunition from 
Germany in rimfire, centrefire calibres (often the only source for 

some calibres) and air pellets. 
Reloading components for unusual centrefire calibres. 

 
RWS Shotshells for hunting and target shooting in 12, 16 & 20 guage 

available in 67.5 & 70 mm cases. 
 

Components for shotshell reloading, we stock 12# plastic wads for 
28g loading and we also have hard cards, fibre cushion wads and 

overshot cards for black powder reloading, most sizes from .410 to 4 
gauge available. 

 
Black Powder in Stock. 

Call for your requirements. 
 
 

 

Forbes Wholesale Pty Ltd 
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Our forthcoming Trophy Shoot  
 

Sunday 30th October 2005 at the Geelong Clay Target Club, Limeburners Road, Geelong.  
(Melway reference 452 H3) 

 
Commencing at 11.00 AM sharp. 

Nominations open from 10:30am, and will close at 12:00 noon. 
 

 

5th Annual 50 target “Vintage Cup Down-Under” Side by 
Side Championship 

 

Sashes, Trophies, and prizes to be contested for are: 
• a sash, prize, and the prestigious Vintage Cup Down-Under perpetual trophy, to the overall High Gun 

Side-by-Side Champion  
• a sash for the Hammer Gun Side-by-Side Champion (and prizes for 2nd and 3rd) 
• a sash for the Black Powder Gun Side-by-Side Champion (and prizes for 2nd and 3rd)   
• a sash for the Ladies Side-by-Side Champion (and prizes for 2nd and 3rd) 
• an “Encouragement Award” sash for four (4) entrants  
• The late Ed Chilvers Best Gun “on the day” perpetual trophy 
• Best Dressed award 
• The “Burkie Award”, to be presented Member who “gets the most out of the Club” 
• The A.V.Schembri Memorial Trophy, for the Sportsperson of the Year. 

 
 
As per the established traditions of our Club, the Committee of Management will allocate liberal handicaps under 
the (“seldom understood?”) Phantom of the Clay  rule. 
 
 
Period costume strongly encouraged (so as to avoid a handicap) 
 
 
Lunch will be catered for by the Geelong Gun Club at a moderate cost or BYO should you wish 
 
Please note that in accordance with the host club’s Australian Clay Target Association ruling, it is mandatory 
for all shooters to wear both ear and eye protection.  
. 
 
Any questions, then please feel free to ring; Phil (0417 400 411); Max (0419 366 558); Mark (0405 517 501); or 
Judith (0408 619 226) Peter (0428 332 781) 
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Notice Convening the Annual General Meeting of the  

Vintagers (Order of Edwardian Gunners) Incorporated No. 

A0039954D. 

 
The Annual General Meeting of the Vintagers (Order of Edwardian Gunners) Inc., will be 
held at the Frankston-Australian Clay Target Club Inc., complex, Rossiter Road, Carrum 
Downs (Melway reference Map 98 C9), on 20th November 2005, commencing at 10.00 AM 
sharp. 
 
Agenda 
 

• Welcome 
 

• Apologies 
 

• President’s Report 
 

• Secretary’s Report 
 

• Treasurer’s Report including the submission to Club Members of the Income and Expenditure Statement as at 30th 
June 2005, in accordance with Section 30(3) of the Associations Incorporation Act 1981. 

 
• Election of Committee of Management 

• President 
• Vice-President 
• Treasurer 
• Secretary 
• Committee Member 1 
• Committee Member 2 

 
• General and Special Business 

 
 
Signed…………………………………………….(Judith M. Kent; Club Secretary) 
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Vintagers (Order of Edwardian Gunners) Incorporated No. 
A0039954D. 

 
Nomination Form 

 
We hereby nominate, (name)………………………………………………..…....as …………………………………………..of the 
Vintagers (Order of Edwardian Gunners) Inc. 
 
Nominated by, (name)………………………………………………(signature) ………………………………….date)……………………… 
 
 
Seconded by, (name)……………………………………………… (signature) …………………………………..(date)………………….. 
 
 
Nominated candidate     (signature) ……………………………………(date)………………..… 
 
NOTE:  Any Nomination must be delivered to the Secretary not less than seven (7) days prior to 20th 
November 2005.  This form is in accordance with the requirements with Rule 23(1) of Schedule 5 of the 
Associations Incorporation Act 1981. 
 

 
Vintagers (Order of Edwardian Gunners) Incorporated No. 

A0039954D. 
 

Form of Appointment of Proxy 
 

I,(name)………………………………………… of(address)………………………………… being a 
member of the Vintagers (Order of Edwardian Gunners) Inc., appoint 
,(name)………………………………………. . of (address)……………………………   being a member 
of that Incorporated Association, as my proxy to vote for me on my behalf 
at the Annual General Meeting of the Association to be held on Sunday 20th 
November 2005 
My proxy is authorised to vote in favour of/against* the following resolution 
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….. 
Signed …………………………………. Dated …………………….. 
 
*Delete if not applicable 
 
NOTE : Each member is entitled to appoint another member as a proxy by notice given to the Secretary 
no later than 24 hours before the time of the meeting in respect of which the proxy is appointed.  This 
form is in accordance with Appendix 3 of Schedule 5 of the Associations Incorporation Act 1981. 
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Following the Annual General Meeting on 20th November 2005, we intend to 
hold our Xmas Shoot 
 

Where? Frankston Australian Clay Target Club 
(Rossiter Road, Carrum Downs (Melway reference Map 98 C9) 

 

Commencing? Immediately following our AGM  
 

“Sporting Clays Unlimited” 
This will be a special occasion novelty shoot at which we will be 
encouraging you to bring any pre-1940 under/over, and single 
barrel (after all, it is almost Xmas!).  So here is an ideal 
opportunity to use your pre-1940 under/over, trusty hammer-
ejector Harrington and Richardson, Greener GP, Winchester Lever 
Action, Mauser Mod. 71 Conversion, etc.   
Incidentally, jolly good luck to all those using a single barrel on 
the “on report” pair!!!! 
 
(This organized shoot, permitting the use of pre-1940 shotguns other than the side-by-side, is 
a result of the sentiments expressed in the recent Member survey) 

 
Please would you bring a chair, your own food, and a food platter 
for sharing with the other members and guests present. 
 
Please note that in accordance with the host club’s Australian Clay Target 
Association ruling, it is mandatory for all shooters to wear both ear and eye 
protection.  And please, no alcohol until after the shoot and the 
firearms/ammunition have been locked away. 
 
Any questions, then please feel free to ring; Phil (0417 400 411); Max (0419 366 558); Mark (0405 517 501); or 
Judith (0408 619 226) Peter (0428 332 781) 
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DISCLAIMER 
 

The articles, opinions and sometimes unusual views expressed in 
Hammers Back are not necessarily those of the Editor, or the Vintagers 
(Order of Edwardian Gunners) Inc., and are not to be taken seriously. 


